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I. Introduction

The present European-American feminist dialogue is often limited, partly

because oflanguage, partly because of a kind of native American chauvinism,

and partly because the cultural traditions and background essential to a good

understanding and very subtle and hard to translate. At the same time Ameri-

cans are all too prone to assume that there are no essential differences (or

that the feminist debate in Europe will be "jutst like" what goes on in the U.S.).

As Renate Duelli-Klein noted in a recent review, "We need translators: f6mi-

nists who because of lived experiences in-different contexts and different femi-

nisms are able to make accessible our thinking and feeling-and the context in

which we act,-live, and theorize to each otherbArr---

n working through European feminist theory I sought for a way o 'ordering

the disparate variety 6f material that is there. Inevitably in order to come

to terms with European feminism I brought American feministthought into pldy

4P

as a basinLoT compa on and was then drawn to the strategy of typological

analysis. A scheme began to suggest itself from-looking at both European and

American thought. I began to be totally-dissatisfied with any schema which

made artificial national distinctions, coming to believe that all the positions

are represented in all the cultures that I looked at Each has differing em-

phases, to be sure, but the tendencies are there, Wet Germany, France,

Britain, the Netherlands, and in the U.S. as well.

My original intention was to discuss fiends and tendencies in European

feminist theory will be offering instead a new typology of feminist theory

*Renate Mein-Klein, "Report on Feminism in France Presentation, "" Women's

Research and Resources Centre Newsletter (London), No. 2 (1983), p. _



based on the concept of difference. I shOuld make crystal clear that I

dealing only with-the Federal: Republic of Germany, France, Britain, the Nether-

lands,' and the U.S. in this study. I did not visit feminists in souther5 Europe

2

ri
nor in Scandinavia, and although I have some materials from those cultures, I

have not incorporated- them specifically into my classification` I would be

grateful if others could point me to'relevant material:- J show where various

theorists would fit (or would not fit) into my. scheme .inally, I want to

emphasize that this is a work in progress= a typologi covers a great deal of

material, and-each position- embracing variations we should be awarepfruns

the risk of oversimplifying a complexity. Ci tical dialogue -is essential and

I welcome it



Classifying Feminist. T

LiteratuT,

Ever since the begin(

the mid-siXties, womeu

our hi-story, but also .L0

ience, so that."never.a.

of a silent and monolithic

of

past .

de- 601,1 Critique of the

send wave of feminism in

,te--mined pot only to resurrect

d save our contemporary exper-

.

we be fad with the numbing effects

Thus, the NeW York Redstockins

Collective began the "Notes from the Year" 'series in 1969, a prac-
.

tice taken,up by the British movement with its FeMinist Practice: Notes

from the 10th Year (1979) . All along there have been attempts- to name

and sort out the different theoretital perspectives emerging, froM the

wide spectrum of feminist groupings. In her What Women Want: The'Id4s

of (1975)- Gayle Graham provided an early schema ofthe Movement _ , Gayle Yates_ _ an schema _

0

this kind.' She divided-women's,meVement ideologies into three groUps,

on the basil of their attitude toward men: 1)The feminists regard women'

,asrextual to men; 2) the women's liberationists separate fr6m Men or at

least arrive at their. principles "over-against",men; 3) the androgyRiAtA

would say that women and men should be equal 'to each other. Lln each

case. Yates carefully delineates the source of the standard,. the i7dent

fi'at.un of the enemy, techniques for Change, ategy, an4 goals. On

goals, for inAance, feminist_ ideology opts for "integration (collapse

of diversity into unity)"; women's _liberationist position demands

"segregation (diversity at expense of unity)" and androgyny ideology

advocates "pluralism (diversity within unity)." Yates' explanation and

classification is clear and helpful for American feminists, but its

use of the term "feminist" for only the reform or equal rights groups



misleading. .She does not, -course, attempt to explicate European

feminism, ahli the categories she uses ire not totally transportable.

"

In the same year (19 5).Barbara Deckard published her The Women

Movement which ihcludes.'a,,chaoter on "Theories of Women's Liberation.
-'NN . *

Tedkard identifies three major thruSts:'of*tte newmomen..'s mOvement and
4,,

these have by now become-the standard way of laong he differences

within the movement socialist feminisw, radical femjnisM, and women's

rights feminism. in heW description she explains sensitively the disc

tinctions, and she takes pains not to makaartificia ly precise a split

between the socialist feminists:and the radical feminists. ,She-quite

clearly understands that even for radical feminists, soi list revolu-

k.

tion is necessary, yet because of the terminology that s and others

adopt, many are led to believe that radical feminists are not socialists.
_ =

Both groups. "agree that to free women a revolution.that Is both socialist

and feminist is necessary; but, differing in their prior analysis, they',
E

plaCe differinTemphases on the two elements- "3 Thy deal society for

the two groups, she says, is very.slmi,lar; a society in.which sex roles

would be destroyed, and,in which "creativity, independence, nu'rturance

A
and sensitivy" would come to be'dominant traits, for all human beings.'

The greatest difficulty with Deckard's analysis is her slighting'of that

strand of feminism Which rejects androgyny and looks to-exaltthe female

,,and,"feminine'". racteristics; Deckardpasses:off thii part of feminism

by saying "a few women" hive these beliefs. By now of course we witness

all sorts of .groups which seek to "make much of" sex /gender differences

matriarchy groups',.Self-h'elp grgups, women's communes, women hea1Tt care-

and motherhood groups, women artists, lesbian separatists, witch covens,

etc. Neither_ in thisountry nor in Europe are these only "a few women." -

6



Deckard's explanations ere; Fgwever, helpful, and her chronology and

documentatiOn of the second wave of American feminism (chapter 12)

is invaluable.

Gerda Lerner has recently divided the new American femirism into

five groups:, WbMen's. Rights FeminiSm, Socialist. Feminism, Radical

Feminism, Lesbian Fernipism (to include separatist and non- separtist), and -

Third World and. Black Feminism. The classification is based on .the

4 varying beliefs about the cause of women's oppression, the practice

of feminiSm, the goal of feminism, and the nature of Woman.- Her

scheme is not meant to be limiting, and she notes that there are many

overlaps and change: over de. By its language, however,, it still
1

suggests a larger: diviet6n 'between socialist feminists and radical

feminists than I belt-eve is'there. . Further, the system has not been

refined by an:encounter. with the rich variety of non-American exa4les.

(Lerner has said at other times that perhaps the attitude toward'

equality is the most important factor for getting at differences among

feminist-

The most precise and intriguing categorization that I have found'is

Amar0 Sebestyen's lmrge.gria-chart accompanying her article, "Tendencies .

in the Movement:' Then and.Now"which appeared in England in 1979.7 Tile

g , 7

article explIcatesgthe chart and imparts,personal-hittory of radical

feminism io England; it. also displays ebestyen's awareness that such

agalytiC devices will ndit always Work, people change and/or assume'

hyphenate positions that invalidate her categorial system.

No matter, the observes; "while one group might di fer violently from

Another over a questionlike;, 'Are men the enemy?' they might be in
.

total agreeMent oh 'Olo we need a delegate structure?' This ought to

make for very creative ways of approaching problems.'"

4



Sebestyen's chart lists 1 (thirteen) separate tendencies or

positions. _Seven groups (ranging from Equal Rights and traditional Marx-

ist through Humanist and Wages-for-Housework) are listed under "Politicos--
,

'The System's the Problem' (Socialist Feminists) ". Under "Feminists- -

'Men a?e, the Problem' (Radical Feminists)" he distributes 6 positions

(Feminstes Revolutionnaries, Redstockin§s Firestone,'Cultural Feminist,

MatriarchiSt, and Female Supremacist). Each te dency is then character-
( p

ized by answering seven questions: Whats wrong? Who benefits? Who's

the enemy? How do we fight? Who will fight _with How did our op-
. ) ,

pressionorginate?Whatisjourpoliticalrelation to men? Where is

one to find us? [show transparency of chart]

Clearly the chart is very useful fo4nalyzing feminists cross-

.cultkally;.as well as for Britain, it nicely applies to- Germany and

France. The problems with it are evident even to Sdbestyen. The

chart should be made to read44ght-to-left so' that the position closest

to the status quo is on thc right while the one which claims most power

for women is on the left. The schema also used the dichotomy socialist:

feminist /radical- feminist, even though such a dichotomy assumes that

radical 'feminists are not socialist And these labelS'.are themselves

breaking down, as Sebestyen herself shows in an analysis of the position

of the women who write for Scarlet Womano socialist feminist
.

publication:

"They think sexual §ti-uggle is the biSis'ilf all stru gle, and women's

oppression.is based in male fear of our reproductive powers, whereas 4
.

.

think there are a lot of different struggles, and that women's oppression
.

is based On the work men forceus_to do for 'them. But I call myself a

redi'alfeminist and they call themselvds socialist'feminists. So what

. is wing o / Therefore, such a chart, while very suggestive, allows



important problems to reside in its very structure; further, it refuses

to surrender,those very categories that Sebestyen says are no longer

useful. -
Indeed, it continues_to employ them.

Hence, we,need a new conceptualizing tool, one whicK.will allow

foi. a more open-endedhess, for change and fluidity over time, one that

suggests overlaps and connections between the groups, and that allows

us to see the whole range of possibilities more clearly. SebeStyen's

scheme is excessively mechanical, causing too much jumping around from
a

bdx to box. (I must admit, though that I am very drawn to such a

categorization as Sebestyen has done here, and I think this-piece of

work deserves a wider audience and discussion tha it haS gotten

this out -of -print pamphlet which enjoyed only limited circulition in Bri-

tain. ins.Se:estyen so rightly says, "if we understood the ...labels

better ... debate could become less sectarian but still mach-to-the

heart of the natter."



III. Difference

I have come to believe that the best way. of sorting out the

varieties of.feminist theory (both European and American) is

through the concept of difference, i.e., what one finally makes

cf the sexig'ender difference. Everyone acknowledges some manner

of difference, but the important thing is how one chooses -to
1

answer the complex of question that are entitled: What ib the

nature of difference, where doesJt come from, can it be changed,

should be changel? Is difference "merely" biological-, th

various social overlays that are the thing neuding chin Or

is difference both biological and 'iociaf? What part can be

Changed? Should any part be changed?

The subject of di f ference has of course been a crucial one

historically in femlnism, and most nineteenth and early

twentieth century feminists could be.appraised on the basis of

whether they thought women should make much or little of

their sex. 'Many thinkers seem to-vacillate on the question, so

that is hard to discern the position (and the particUlar writer

may not have come to a conclusionTherself). Virginia Woolf's

A Room of One's_ Own, for example, she speaks of women's writing,

female forms, female sentence structure, etc. ("It would be

thousand pities if women wrote like men, lived like men, or

looked like men, for if two sexes are quite inadequate, consider=

ing the vastness endive e y of the world, howshould we manage

=

with one ,only? Ought not education to bring out and, fortify the



differences rather than the simile -? (p. 91, A nom)."

the other hand, Woolf seems to suggest that the idealjs the andro-

ynous creative mind--' man-womanly," or "woman-manly." The nine-

teenth- century separates spheres advocates (like Catherine

Beecher and Frances'Willard) could be cal d 'Maximizers " With

their strong views on what is right and pr pef for each sex, with

their insistence that ehe'female sphere e honored and glorified-

they tend to maximize the differences Aepa ng tn.and women.

contrast egalitarians like John Stuart.Mill would minimize sexual
MMIO

difference and opt for

human race from cdntribut

iking down bar-les that keep half the

the publiesphere--for. the whole of

humanity is then deprived of the good that half could do (not, how

ever, that this "good" would be in any way different from the "good"

that the male half'bf humanity could do

A recent issue of Ms. (December 1982) has two theoretical

articles and they show thes- two undamental positions quite clearly

in her article "The Power to- Name," Elizabeth Janeway asserts that

"'our rights" are 'Of grave significance to the rest of the human

rac and disagrees with those who would polarize and separate the

identity all into two distinct sexes .11
She

)
thus, a pure case

of the minimizer. These arguments come directly from the 19th-

century egalitarian tradition- -from Woilstonecraft through the Seneca

Falls Declaration, John Stuart Mill, and Susan B. Anthony's

Constitutional argument based on justice. The other article, "A Quantum

Leap in f'emini'st Theory" by Robin Morgan-, falls into the other camp, that



10

the ,maximiz --those who believe that

-1
1

differences between.

men and wom _n are radical (i.e., at_the root of) and, ultimately,`

.should be emphasized and celebrated. FOF Robin Morgan, only by

accentuating difference can womeu save the world, (or, rather, dill

) save it).12 Kate Stimpson, in a 1981 lecture, ,"Women as Knowers " re-

13
ferred to the "new max alists" d minimalists in feminism,

sugges to me the idea for the two groups 1 am using here, .the

maximizers and the minimize

If cart now envision a spectrum of attitudes each group,
e

on the basis of their position on _e _nd67r difference and the

ultimate goal each advocates for society, we may be able to counteract

the static tendency of a grid system such as Sebestyen uses, be able to

include historical positions ds well as contemporary, ones, and get

.1
away from the false dichotomy of socialist feminist /radical- feminist

that I see as no longer useful. Here, then, are the tw continua

the question of what to make of sex/gender difference. The

minimizers: those concerned integrate. The maximizers: those

concerned to differentiate. I picture them both on the same sheet as

a way of getting at their similarities as well as their obvious

diffrences'. Dhow second transparency, this,one without any detail

but the poles. ] Both continua move from the more conservative

more radical position,

changes in.the status

that ition which makes the fewest

D the one in which the whole society is

totally-transformed by the change in women's status and conceptualization.

1 2
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The most conservative position here is that view of t en which

offers a rationale for the present structure, an the most radical

a call for a future society tor-Ally transformed either by the extreme

of making nle and female physiologically no longer different try the

abaliti_cn of the female reproductive cepacitia or, for the max zers,

by the extreme of separating the two sexes--physically, geographielly,

socially, sexually"total!v. Beyond the conservative end, one could

find even more conservative or reactionary posr _ons: for the

Cpc dots sociobiolo 'st- pos io

the positions that don't even recognise the "_ human r

the

may be an

issue, the position that in effect assumes "we are all alike; we are

all white privileged males; we all have equal rights," but never ex-

amines its assumptions. 1_ is the position of most of the writers of

the Western "liberal" tradition--Kant and Locke, the writers of the

American Constitution and the French Enlightenment.

The Minimizer Continuum: Data

If we try to situate along the minimizer continuum the various

positions, we nso from the "human rights" position "women's rights,"

the position of various reformist groups and theorists, those advocating.

the granting of equal rights to woman in all areas, working within and

through the existing political system. This is the 19th- century.

egalitarian position, and it is found again in the United States National

Organization for Women, Gis''61n Malimi and the French group Choisir, the
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Dutch Man-Vrouw-Maatschappii (Men- [women Society), and in Germany in

Alice Schwarzer and the magazine Emma._

Next along the continuum are various types of socialist feminists_

those that advocate a more doctrinaire position on women (socialist

revolution must come first), those who advocate wages for housework and

er solutions to equate domestic labor with productive labor, and

others who attempt to make new syntheses of feminist questions and

Jul 1

, In this latter cat put Sheila Rowbotham;

itchell with her four interlocking female btructures (production,

reproduction of children, sexuality, and socialization of children);

French sociologist, Christine Delphy, wl.) asserts the existence of two

co-existing modes of production--"the industrial mode within which

capital exploits -age labour and the family mode within which men

ploit women"
14

Elseustein with her grid pattern for undet7

standing sex and class in concert

Many oth

15- yd,.. Co rieLD-ir1/4 e Pry k op.

positions would begin with a material analysis of the

oppression of women, so the socialist feminist position here should not

be taken as all-inclusive. Especially in Europe, as I mentioned

earlierl almost all feminists begin with a leftist socialist class

analysis of some sort, and then go on from there

psychoanalytic, materialism, biological determinist_

whatever position --

matriarchist, or whatever. What unites all the feminists placed here. is

ultimate goal -the minimizing (but not the abolition) of the %ex/

gender difference between, male and female. Most would of course say that

= goal is an ideal to be sought nevertheless that cor?ception of

14



human he colors the analysis of the present situation. Rosalind

Coward, a British theorist, sums up the argument for the varu

socialist fa mist posit; which- tend to minimize -etc /gender di f ferences:

"socialist feminism] is an argument that insists that the issues raised

by considering what are 'men and 'women,' what do

to each other, how do those relationships

_itutions and pract

.bout needs in genera

The next position on the minimisers

sharing of

well

elatienships

ins.rihod and reinforced

was to lerni

um is one which advocates

raditional gender 11--acteristics, as a way out of the present

situation. At the turn of the century, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, in both

Berland and Women and Economics, was. suggesting that the traditional

masculine (and valued) characteristics had been mistakdnly monopolized by
in the present dndrocentric phase of history) by both sexes

one se while the"femininevirtues needed to be shared A in order

to create a more humane world.

Both Nancy Chodorow'

different delineat

and Dorothy Dlnnerstein's conclusions constitute

ns of this position. In order to remedy the psycho --

social tyranny that oppresses both males and females, exclusive female

parenting which produces mothers (as well as the fear and hatred

must be ended. Gender characteristics should be shared; sexual

,

characteristics need not be eliminatea.
a

__row is very clear

although she describes difference, the gender phenomen

cultural product. She asserts, "Feminist theories and feminist i inquiry

ntial difference, or fociuSe_ on demonstrating

wnmen)

based, on the notion

difference, are do ern.nisrtt a disservice." I?



After os- who believe that 2-- , diiiere nces shoul

find the position on of those who want to aboli
- -

dis ctions

completely, creating a gender-free a sexless) society.

clearest theoretician of this poSition is ayle her "_ The

Traffic in Women: Notes on the Political Economy of Sex."- Rubin

calls for "a revolution in kinship" with equality of parenting bet

sexes,

or

exuality that is no longer obligatory, and

_-tion of thu sex- property system. Her analysis comb

Frwlo and Lacan b is clearly a demand for the

minimizing sex-gender difference- Male and female are more

to each ether than either is

identity

Simone Beaevoir's

anything else: "exclusive gender

suppression of natural similarities "-

ition on difference i somewhat

to decipher because she takes so much space delineating the "Otherness"

that i.s Woman, thus suggesting' that her position is one of the

izers. UV "one is not born, one rather becomes

a woman, and her goal is for women to become the independent
always had

"transcenden ' human beings that men haveAthe choice to become. In

different ways than Rubin,Bimone de Beauvoir wants to abolish gender; as

she says in her conclusion, women may or may not have different

"ideational worlds" than men, but we don't know yet.

German feminist elouise Janssen- Jurrit, in her book Sexism,

takes a total dialectical approach in analyzing the endless struggle

against sexism; criticizing Firestone and others -le avers that the

desexua titan of procreation and birth through technology will not

licate sexism. Such an attempt at "destruction of difference" will

16



simply e _er sexist practices. Sh calls

justice out claims that those who sea to the savior arc

those who have "a teleological perception of the Lurl that is foun

ed in n lick of contradiction in life, attainable only

Janssen-2yr vision nonetheless founded on a view of

23

abolition of sex roles, as her exaiple of Ursula LeiGui 's .Androgynous

sac Left Hand of Darkness

The extreme pole of the minimizer po

thinkers who not only want to abolish en

is represented by those

roles but want

to abolish sexual difference altogether. Thus Shulemith Fires e wan__

to abolish conception, pregnancy, and birth (though, she says, not sex).

German Marxist Ernest Sorneman says in r - book Patriarchy that there

can be no equality of the sexes until menstruatio

vulnerability of the

society of the futur

pregnancy and "the
V

teary glands" are eliminated_. "The classless

st also be a sexless society.

Monique Wittig, whose various works fit into different places on

this continuum, in a recently translated piece in Feminist Issues, asserts

that "the ea _gory of sex" must be destroyed "if we want to start to

exist-" While she is soaking of sex/gender as a sociological reality,

she is also speaking of the physiological aspects of sex. All the

manifestations of sex are tyrannical for viomen, "for only they cannot

ronce outside of it."Ir Wittier asserts that :'not even women ""

would "dream of abolishing" the "declaration sex;" "I say: is

about time to do so." Thus the minimize from human rights to the

sexless society.



The ini er Continuum: nerail$

separate

mainizer spectrum, we note first on al

lb

sition.of the 19th and early 20th-century, the view

such disparate thinkers as Catherine Beecher, Frances Willard, and

Jane Addam=s .

specif.

All believed, though, that women had

specific pt ;tdes t it was itad ic

,ortant to have a larger role in society. The new
KattiimAon's wOrds,

tiaximizers, bF -ont believe Cha
A
"we must_relaase rather than

honor rather to- gent crepress

maternal applaud women

of a phallus"

ch. se.wua- ev rather rh,a , m

Th ere are several different tro,r,s advocating these yroups who

otherwise have little in common. On this continuum, it is not always

possible to place these groups in positions I-- left or right of each

other and the extremist poles. instead I will group somewhere in

the middle with no hiss as to which is more conservative or more radical.

All are concerned to recognize ond accentuate sex/gender difference as
and

both t, -= wall:; A the goal of feminism.

The first group wants

Hminin,t" w pr Byer it mal;

French writers who work with 114c_

seek out, resurrect, and valorize the

jften'in mil contexts-

nine Hjii'flne CiAous being the

well -known are premier examples. But the Britis nal m/f and

their writers (especially psychologist Parveen Adams) also assert this

view. Most will say they are oppo _ a binary oppositions such as

male/female, and that they are concerned simply to assort multiple modes

IS



of In practice, though, the oppositions _ ti

the valorization the feminine "neo-femini TI

oopponents call it) subtly becomes the mirror image of the

valorization of the wascuiine.

et no

Luce irigaray, a psychoanalyst associated with the yrench`7

eii

also valorizes the feminine, but uses the female body

her territory Ce sexe quiln'ei

ondasserting both the

A second imno rta

un Th ich is not

iqueness and the self-sufficiency of femaleness.

zers are the "cultural feniri

'who du often theorize but instead have built a 'icurtnre in

England. France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the U.S., a dense network

en's bookstores, cafes, theatre groups, galleries, holiday centers,

communes. Artists such as Judy Chicago and Luc Lippard have festered

this development with their work and discussions abnut the specificity

female imagery. Many of these women are separatists; many belieSre in a

fol.._er golden age of matriarchy which they are trying to-ra-turn.

A third group could be called the maternalists, who specifically

celeb rate finstea of he-

lood as the specific eourc

ulti 1- her superiority. Leadership in mternalist the

ng or belittling) the fact and heri

woman s.different values and,

has come

from the Americans, and could be said to begin with Elizabeth Cady

Stanton's cogent pieces on the subject. In he new feminism, Adrienne

Rich's influential Of Woman

p

Born and Alice Rossi4s very different;

27
pective in her Daedelus article, are essential works here.

have Julia Kristeva's "The Maternal Bod
.0

y, and the whole of

19
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-\=
th natural chillirth and women's health care movements are connected

to the maternalisc position. A writer like thS British Sheila

1:itzinger has been very influential (tho'd h more in the U.S. and Britain

than in France and Germany). In the Netherlands one finds' the strong

Conscious Unmarried Mothers group, which has;ublicationg- and small
_ -

grous in many Dutch cities. Groups organ

rights are important here-too,

leshia n parenting

The fourth main position on the maxi:niters continuum

ft-r historian Mary F3'771r4 thc "-.!--man as Fhr.f"

'again encompasses various stances, but all would see women's specificity

positive force both in the past and the present. Mary Beard's Woman
argument,

1.ti Force in Hisory (1946), makes'the historical 'A and we now have a

whole group of women historians, mostly American, who take this position.

The extension of this line of thought is the "women can save the world"

argument,and such feminists as Robin Morgan (Anatomy of Freedom (19523)

and Susan Griffin argue that_beCaose of women's histOricabiological,

mythological. and psychological close connection to a unified Nature,

they cah now save humanity from the destructive path that t4rair men have

bIazed. Bdth patriarchal religion and patriarchal social systems are

wintimately connected to the rape of the envirpnment and nuclear warfare.

These thinkers could be said to be a part of a whole sub-group of

"eco-feminists"7-the term was coined by French Frarvise d!Eaubonne in

her Le Feminisme ou la mort (Feminism or Death).
31

s-e-F.Laz4-s-t female supremacists occupy the most radical position

on the maximir continuum. Either lesbian or celibate, these most ex-

treme of the separatists advocateomplete partition of the sexes,



.1.relieving that only with their own institutions oan w2me-,n' find

-freedom. How Ear separatism is tnken depends on the individual. but

some advocates call for separate geographical areas for women and

attempt selfsufficiency in various corrnunai living situations. Motit

-19

influential here are Mary Daly, especially Gvn/EcSloy, MoniqueWittig s

Les Gu4rilleres; ad variouS science fiction propps(ils such as Joanna

Russ's The Fema_ Man. In Germany the separatists arc vary strong. and

&net.

ar .-J7. represented in the vital separatist subculture, in alternatives to

thceducationalinstituilnssuch as the FFBIZ (Women s Research,

Education,-and,InZarmation Center) formed by a rcv..!P of women wh believe

that Women's Studies cannot be practiced within the university system as

it will inevitably be, coopted by the patriarchal establishment. In

France the ions Fc;ministes collective split two years ago over the

separatist issue.

C. Connecting

Are there any connections between these two tendencies in

ct.2.11perary and historical feminism? Yes, many. Some theori:jts: change

their position over time, others seem to provide some'links between the

two spectra. I see at least four or five links or possible u'nifiers.

One is the suggestive and fertile link of contemporary black and third

world feminism which mediates between the struggle for soci.11ist

revolution (minimizers) and the /pecificity of thc positive values and

characteristics off
,

micolor (maxizers). 32

A



tor Lv, S41E:MS a link in the

who on the one hand cdlls forthe crea cho

011

dnas ity deri_son, and freedom

opts ..or the aldet,: vert

unreal loyalties"
33

that

women have - always had, these values being, a means of saving the world

Hic,:orian Cerda Lerner's conceptua

owes much t y Beard's ' .3oman As Fora

matimixer:

liffenrnt nstit.itions, di._

4

"women as majority

that sense she is

women are different from men, organize_ Tiff ently,h -o

values, different cultures----

should map and celebrate that dif erence. In at: r ways Lerner is

she is very sure that women are not superior as a group to

men: women too can bo evil. Like Gayle Rubin, Lerner believes that the

establishment of the se x/gender system with' institutions of control for

both -6s but which particularly disadvantage the female was prior to

any othersystem of social control. "Sexual control over men and women

esse ntial and pri_ means oaf enforcing societal control and

34
This kind of contreestablishing hierarchy, says Lern evolved' in

primitive societies,long before the establishment of class, Thus the

of femiism should be td abolish the s /oender'cultural system.

Lerner's thought mediates and l inks the two positions, as she' speaks of

women working by means of process rather than for a dualistic,

lecti al change. Various groups

self - interest

women must mobilize their own

pace and add it to .the analysis and self-interest

of others (inc11441 no men) in various struggles. No separa

feminist, or androgynist, she would advoo.

22

t, cultural

either a complete ize_
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4 minimizer p.,-)siticn.

Likewise Elizabeth !-!innicl,'s sug2estions about transforming the

acadmy (not only -0 -include the hew scholarship about women, but also

t re-vision the value s_vstem tradi-tional female values to

ine humanities) car. be ipnlied to sbcietv as a whole and

.35
suggest a link between the two positions-

Perhaps, though, it in French literary critic and analyst Julia

Kristeva who is the most suggestive. Eschewing all binary oppositions

and -qsentialist definitions for woman in places she simply says,

"woman cannot be defined"), she opts for a validation of both positions

it the same time. Says Jane Gallop in her analysis of Kristevo.

'Double discourse is always necessary: assert and then Question= Who

is capable of such duplicity? 'Perhaps a woman' [answers Kri
156

va

Polylcgue is Kristeva's reading of husband Philippe Sollers's novel H.

At the beginning there is Kristeva's theoretical analysis; at the end

three pages.. are quoted from H. The central portion, however, contains

the two discourses.Xogether, marked by quotation marks around the pa

qucited from Sellers. The passage speaks of a "new love," a heterosexual

riage that would preserve difference in unity, would not be merely

3q
"a fusion of two into on

.
Not abolishing sex or gender, not

glorifying the female to the exclusion of- the male: if Kristeva can

maintain the doubleness, she does provide a kind of link.

V. Conclusion: WhereCre do we g from here?

The npw maximizers among feminists--whther they valorize the

"Ea



or the maternal, believe women can save the world or can
an extreme

the risk of leading either to A rightists'create their o%, -Culture

view of separa _e

"fascist"
A separa

la Phyllis afly) or

imizer position can also lead to a

refusal of anythin- associated with male, masculinist dualistic

thin it can lead a rejection of theory and of

language itself.

.The extreme minimizers (like Firestone), on.the other nand,

ultimately refuse to recognize any of the contributions of women, any

of the positive as f difference. Others, who opt for a kind of

androgyny may ironically end up with a kind of Jan Morris, transsexual

view: h se:.ikhane operations and hormonal therapies possible, all may

choose own sex. Sex gender difference may become merely tare

occasion for exalting certain qualities. The equal rights

the minimizers fakes rip account of the female or the problems of the
1,

system ?'itself, merely makes more en' o ut of women by adding them to

an already pernicious system.

Perhaps what we should be striving for is a validation of plurality --#

both within the female sex and of gender- characteristics between sexes,

so that the goal is the valuing the centr butic,n of e ch ,ro P-

I am not completely sa a conceptualization of theories

that uses linear continua: connect between the two positions are

hard to en
-4111

ion, and the continuum suceoe e linear "progressio ' which

clods violence to the ideas. Each position embraces variatiohs we should be

aware of; a typology oversimplifies as it attempts to understand. Although

Ido not want to push this nor shove and tug my categories to fit, it

occurred to me that the double helix of the DNA molecule might be

24
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more buggestive than a two-

dimensionel linear continuum. It i three-Iimensicaal. the double

so-al fitting ,ether bv.means of several links between the two

strands; It Is constantly moving; It is not static; it is more

symbolically feminine with its curved rather than straight lines.

Generally a' spiral suggests an.historical ehcroach with a belief in the

ne'sd to look back and go forward at the some tiMe. Certainly the main

tenets of both the maximizer and the minimizer positions have been

used before, and the nineteenth-cent delineations of the positions:-

are useful even as the twentieth-century theorists go beyond them. At

any rate, the double helix--dedicated to Rosalind Franklin-- can be

suggestive and aseffil to our conceptual imaginations as we try to under-

stand differences and commonalities in international f*minism.
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